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Lorenzo Silva • Hjalmar Hach Giorgio Baroni Carlo Burelli

The King’s Dilemma™ is an interactive narrative 
experience with legacy elements, featuring several 
branching storylines leading to many possible endings 
and an evolving deck of event cards at its core.

In The King’s Dilemma™, players 
represent the various Houses 

leading the government of the 
Kingdom of Ankist. You will draw 
one card from the Dilemma deck 
each round and experience the 
game story as it unfolds. Each card 
will pose a problem that the Council 
will have to resolve on the King’s 
behalf. As members of the King’s 
inner circle, your decisions will 
determine how the story proceeds 
and the fate of the kingdom.  

• MSRP: 70 € •

14+ 3 - 5 60’



Each event only happens once: you will discuss and bargain with the other 
players and finally you will have to make a choice, determining the outcome, 
progressing the game story, and possibly unlocking more events. You will 
have to keep the kingdom going, while also seeking an advantage for your 
own House; this power struggle may 
lead the kingdom into war, famine, or 
riot, or it could generate wealth and 
well-being. It will depend on 
your choices! The thing 
is, each decision has 
consequences, what is 
good for the kingdom 
as a whole may 
be bad for 
your family.  
Will you 
act for the 
g r e a t e r 
good, or 
will you only 
mind your 
own interest?

ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE!

PROLOGUE DEMO KIT
Immerse yourself in The King’s Dilemma Universe thanks to this 
Prologue Demo Kit. Thanks to a set of 10 envelopes and several 
stickers, it will lead the future councilors of Ankist to discover 
more about the reign they will try to dominate during The King’s 
Dilemma™ play.

ANKIST MAP
Keep track of your adventure in the Kingdom on Ankist and 
record the winners of your campaign in the family tree of the 
Royal family!

COUNSELOR’S FEATHER   
A feather pen to sign your cards and stickers, Ankist style! 
Bring prestige to your house thanks to this branded feather 
pen, ready to seal the fate of the Reign.

• MSRP: 3 € •

• MSRP: 10 € •

• MSRP: 3 € •



Hjalmar Hach • Lorenzo Silva Marta Tranquilli

Hjalmar HacH & Lorenzo silva 

You have to draw these routes on your 
erasable boards to create transport 

lines and connect your exits, trying to 
optimize the available symbols better 
than your opponents. The more exits you 
connect, the more points you score at the 
end of the game: at the same time, you 
lose points for each incomplete route, so 
plan carefully! Will you press your luck 
and try to stretch your transportation 
network to the next exit, or will you play 
it safe and start a new, simpler to manage 
route? Railroad Ink™ comes in 4 versions, 
each one including two expansions with 
additional dice sets that add new special 
rules to your games.

In the multiplayer puzzle game Railroad 
Ink™, your goal is to connect as many 
exits on your board as possible.
Each round, a set of dice are rolled in 
the middle of the table, determining 
which kind of road and railway routes are 
available to all players.

• MSRP: 17 € •

8+ 1 - 4/6 15’ - 30’



• MSRP: 17 € •

• MSRP: 17 € •

The Blazing Red Edition includes the Lava 
and Meteor expansions. Try to confine the 

lava coming from the erupting volcano before 
it destroys your routes, or deal with the havoc 
brought by the meteor strikes and mine the 
craters for precious ore.

Hjalmar HacH & Lorenzo silva 

The Deep Blue Edition includes the Rivers 
and Lakes expansions. Increase the difficulty 

by adding the River route into the mix, or use 
the Lakes to connect your networks by ferry. 
These special rules can spice up things and 
make each game play and feel different.



• MSRP: 17 € •

• MSRP: 17 € •

From the creators of the critically acclaimed Railroad Ink, a whole new competitive 
experience! Railroad Ink Challenge™ is a quick playing roll and write game for 1 to 4 
players. Grab a board and a dry-erase marker and get ready to reach networking nirvana!

In the Shining Yellow Edition roll the special 
Cactus dice and use oases to protect your 

cacti from the arid desert climate, or build 
the longest canyon possible with the Canyon 
expansion, but be careful not to sink the 
ground!

Roll the special Forest dice to create 
placid forest landscapes, or use the Trail 

dice to weave scenic mountain paths and 
build a beautiful arboreal paradise, with the 
Lush Green Edition!



Marta TranquilliHjalmar Hach • Lorenzo Silva

Discover all the Expansions available  
for the Railroad Ink game series!

MORE INFO HERE

• MSRP: 7 € •



NOW AVAILABLE!

• MSRP: 10 € •

• MSRP: 4 € Each •

• MSRP: 15 € •

ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE!

COLLECTORS BOX
Store your whole Railroad Ink™ collection in one 
single, neat package! This magnetically-sealed 
box can hold all the versions of the core games - 
Blazing Red, Deep Blue, Shining Yellow and Lush 
Green - plus the storage box for the expansions.

EMBROIDERED CLOTH BAGS
A custom cloth bag that you can use to 
store or transport dice and other game 
components! Choose between five different 
nuances and bring all Railroad Ink™ dice 
always with you!

EPIC BOARD
Dive into the adventure with the Epic 
boards! With more space to explore and 
mountains to bypass, get ready to build the 
biggest network ever! To play with the Epic 
boards you need 6 basic Route dice, so two 
copies of the game are needed. Every set 
contains four Epic boards.

ENAMEL PINS PACK
Don’t miss the opportunity to become a 
real Railroad Ink™ fan: wear these pins 
dedicated to the different editions of 
Railroad Ink™ and to Horrible Guild logo!

8 MARKERS RECHARGE PACK
Replace your old, depleted markers with 
this official Railroad Ink™ recharge pack!

ADDITIONAL PLAYER BOARD
Increase the number of players who can 
join your Railroad Ink™ games with this 
extra player board and marker!

• MSRP: 5 € • • MSRP: 5 € •

• MSRP: 7 € •



Hjalmar HacH & Lorenzo silva 

NOW AVAILABLE!



Vampire: The Masquerade - Vendetta™ is a competitive 
card game where up to 5 players take control of one of 
the vampire clans of the Camarilla and try to conquer 
the role of Prince of Chicago!

 Charlie Cleveland • Bruno Faidutti Martin Mottet

Each player leads one of the Camarilla clans of Chicago (Brujah, Gan-
grel, Malkavian, Nosferatu, Toreador, Tremere or Ventrue), determi-

ned to gain enough influence to seize control of the city and become its 
new Prince.
Over three rounds, players will play cards and blood at several locations to 
gain control of powerful allies, both human and Kindred, earning influence 
and unlocking their special abilities. Players will also gain new cards at the 
beginning of each round, gaining new abilities to surprise their opponents.
Cards are played one at a time at one of the available locations, either face 
up (to openly show your intentions) or face down (to hide your strategy 
and deceive your opponents with a clever bluff).

• MSRP: 30 € •

14+ 3 - 6 30’



 Blood can also be spent to in-
crease your strength du-

ring the upcoming 
fight, but if it 

runs out, the 
frenzy will for-

ce you to feed 
upon one of your 

hard-earned allies!
At the end of the third 

round, the vampire with the 
most influence is the winner… 

and the new Prince of Chicago!

TOKEN UPGRADE PACK
These 40 plastic blood tokens and 50 
metal influence tokens will make your copy 
worthy of the true Prince of Chicago.

FOLDABLE TOKEN HOLDERS SET
A set of 3 foldable token holders which fit in the core 
box. Your pool of blood will have a perfect place to be 
collected.

120+ CUSTOM CARD SLEEVES
Protect your copy thanks to these premium 
quality, 80 micron thick custom card sleeves.

EMBROIDERED
CLOTH BAG
A stilish storage 
for your game  
components.

ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE!

SET OF 7 PLAYER MATS
Each clan deserves its own neoprene 
playmat. 2 millimeters of thickness and 
stitched edges, with this set of 7 playmat 
you will be ready to conquer Chicago.

• MSRP: 13 € •

• MSRP: 25 € •

• MSRP: 5 € •

• MSRP: 7 € •

• MSRP: 18 € •



Each player is a wealthy bettor, determined 
to become the most skillful unicorn-

race wagerer of the Great Unicorn Racing 
Championship and hold this title until the 
next rainbow appears. Over 4 races, players 
will try to place successful bets to gain Victory 
Points and Gold. To reach their goal, they will 
sign Contracts with unscrupulous citizens of 
the fairy realm to hire their services and turn 
the odds of the race in their favor, play Magic 
cards to straight up fix the result, all trying to 
avoid squandering all their hard-earned Gold 
and be forced to ask the Elf-Mob for Loans. At 
the end of the Championship, the player with 
the most Victory Points will be the winner!

Few know that whenever a rainbow appears, Unicorns 
will race on it to dive into the pot of gold at the end. 
But all those who do, also know that it is a great chance 
to earn a humongous amount of gold!

Lorenzo Silva • Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino Giulia Ghigini

• MSRP: 35 € •

14+ 2 - 6 40’



ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE!
UNICORN FEVER COLLECTIBLE FIGURES
Get ready to catch the Unicorn Fever! These colorful, ado-

rable collectible figures inspired by the characters of 
the board game Unicorn Fever™ are roughly 8,5 cm 
tall, and each unicorn has its distinct personality. The-
re are six characters in total: the beautiful but vain 
Duke Rodolfo; the sweet but naive Melody Sweet; 
the mexican lucha libre fan, El Sparko Dorado; the 
tough but golden hearted Hilda Rainbowbreaker; 

and finally the lovable Cinnamon Carmen and Frankie 
Flakes, a regular horse in disguise! Collect them all!

ROYAL HOOVES
More Unicorns, more fun! This expansion for 
Unicorn Fever™ contains 3 additional Unicorn 
miniatures and cards, to expand the roster of available 
unicorns for your races and spice up your games with 
exciting new Fever abilities! The clever but annoying 
Auntie Petunia. The edgy punk Emily Ravenhoof. Ludwig 
Von Hornerstein, the elegant King of Unicorns

WOODEN 
VICTORY POINTS
125 Wooden Victory 
Point tokens to up-
grade the cardboard 
components included 
with the base game.

METAL COINS  
80 Metal Coins to 
upgrade the cardboard 
components included 
with the base game.

PLASTIC GEMS  
44 Plastic Gems to 
upgrade the cardboard 
components included 
with the base game.

GIANT CLOTH BOARD  
You can use this giant cloth version of the 
board to play the game with the Unicorn 
Fever Collectible Figures!

RAINBOW  
TREE DICE TOWER  
Prevent your Sprint Dice from 
wreaking havoc on the track by 
safely rolling them inside this 
exclusive custom dice 
tower!

EMBROIDERED  
COTTON BAG   
Store all of the game 
components inside 
your box with style.

• MSRP: 7,90 € each•

• MSRP: 5 € • • MSRP: 15 € •

• MSRP: 7 € •

• MSRP: 5 € •

• MSRP: 5 € •

• MSRP: 10 € •

• MSRP: 15 € •



Similo is a cooperative deduction game, in which all the 
players work together to identify a Secret Character 
using a series of Clues!

Hjalmar Hach • Pierluca Zizzi • Martino Chiacchiera Naïade 

Each version of the game comes with a deck of 30 big cards beautifully 
illustrated by Naïade, showing the portrait and the name of a series of 

characters with a common theme: fairy tales, historical figures, animals...
The Clue Giver must lead the Guessers to identify one secret character by 
playing other character cards from his hand as Clues, stating whether they 
are similar to or different from the secret character.
The similarities (or differences) between the Secret Character and the 
characters depicted on the Clues are only limited by the Clue Giver’s 

• MSRP: 10 € •

7+ 2+ 10’



imagination: physical details, emotions, professions, values, and so on… it 
will be up to the Guessers to understand what the Giver is trying to suggest!
You can also mix and match the different version, using cards from a deck to 
make the other players guess characters from another... will you guess which 
historical figure has something in common with Peter Pan, a cat and Zeus?



Similo: The Card Game



To brew your Potions, take one 
Ingredient marble from the 

Dispenser each turn, and make 
Ingredients of the same color collide 
to make them explode (and take 
them too)! The bigger the explosions, 
the faster you’ll brew your potions! 
Each Potion recipe may need 
between 4 and 7 Ingredients. They 
are represented by the holes on the 
Potion tiles themselves.
Put the marbles of the correct color 
on your Potion tiles: when all the 
holes have been filled with a marble 
of the corresponding color, the 
Potion is completed. Each Potion is 
worth a certain number of points, 
which depends on the number of 
Ingredients needed to complete it 
and the strength of the magical power 
it grants.
When a player completes 3 Potions 

with the same power, or 5 Potions 
with 5 different powers, they receive 
a Skill token, which is worth 4 points. 
When the required number of Skill 
tokens have been awarded, the end of 
the game is triggered... and the player 
with the most points is the winner!

Take an ingredient marble from the dispenser and connect 
marbles of the same color to take them too! Use the 
ingredients you collect to complete your potions and score 
points, them drink them to unleash their magical power!

Lorenzo Silva • Stefano Castelli • Andrea Crespi Giulia Ghigini

• MSRP: 40 € •

8+ 2 - 4 30’



ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE!

POTION EXPLOSION: THE 5TH INGREDIENT
In addition to new Potion tiles that you can use along with the ones 
from the base game, this Expansion also introduces some new game 

mechanics: the Scolding tokens and Reward 
tokens offer you new ways to gain bonus or 
penalty points. The Ghastly Cauldron board 
and the wild marbles allow you to change 
the composition of the Ingredients in the 
Dispenser, to trigger bigger chain reactions 
and complete more Potions. Finally, the 
Professor tiles tweak the core rules of the 
game, adding even greater variety.

POTION EXPLOSION: THE 6TH STUDENT
Potion Explosion™: The Sixth Student, the new Potion 
Explosion™ Expansion, includes an additional plastic 
dispenser and a special set of additional rules to 
increase the player count until up to 6 players! Including 
the same plastic dispenser found in the second edition 
of Potion Explosion™, this expansion is also compatible 
with the first edition, allowing players to upgrade their 
old copy with a plastic dispenser from the new edition. 
This expansion also introduces two new kinds of Potion 
tiles that you can use along with the ones from the base 
game and the first expansion, Potion Explosion™: The 
Fifth Ingredient.

NEOPRENE 
PLAYMAT
Keep your 
playing table 
as tidy as an 
alchemy lab 
thanks to 
this awesome neoprene playmat. Passing the 
potion text had never been so easy!

ACRYLIC SKILL TOKENS
Replace the original cardboard tokens 
in the base game with these tokens in 
transparent rec acrylic plastic. Each set 
is made of six tokens!.

FRANKLIN STICKLER: 
PROFESSOR TILE
A new scientist is back in 
town! Follow his rules all 
along the match and brew 
the most powerful potions, 
his mighty ideas will help you 
gather more and more marble ingredients!

POTION EXPLOSION:
FULMINATING SERUM
Add one electrifying potion 
to your set: the Fulminating 
Serum is a new potion that 
allows you to catch lightning 
in a bottle! Mix the eight bott-
les set to the components of 
the Potion Explosion™ base 
game and take on a new challenge!

• MSRP: 25 € •

• MSRP: 25 € •

• MSRP: 7 € •

• MSRP: 12 € •

• MSRP: 8 € •

• MSRP: 5 € •





The Dragon Castle is in decline. Its 
power and influence have been fa-

ding for decades, but now that it has lost 
the favor of the mighty Eldest Dragon, 
the people are abandoning the city in se-
arch of a new home where they can live a 
long and prosperous life.
And you, the lords of the nearby realms, 
are more than eager to welcome them!

A game freely inspired by Mahjong Solitaire. Take tiles 
from the central castle, create sets of the same color and 
build shrines to score points. Play with the game-chan-
ging Spirit and Dragon cards for a tougher challenge!

Hjalmar Hach • Lorenzo Silva • Luca Ricci Cinyee Chiu

• MSRP: 45 € •

8+ 2 - 4 30’



REALM PLAYMATS
Plug in some extra luxury touch to your 
copy of Dragon Castle™ with the Realm 
boards Playmats! These premium, thick ne-
oprene player mats will be the perfect com-
plement to the core box contents. Each set 
contains 4 playmats, one for each player.

CENTRAL BOARD PLAYMAT
Plug in some extra luxury touch to your 
copy of Dragon Castle™ with the Central 
Board Playmat! These premium, thick neo-
prene player mats will be the perfect com-
plement to the core box contents. Your ca-
stle will be more elegant than ever!

ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE!

Dragon Castle™ is a game freely inspired by the traditional Chinese game, 
Mahjong. Pick tiles from the crumbling Dragon Castle and use them to 
build your own. Create sets of tiles of the same type and build Shrines on 
top of them to score points. Ask for the help of the Spirits and unleash 
their power. But beware, you’ll have to please the requests of the Elder 
Dragon to win!

• MSRP:15 € • • MSRP: 12 € •





8+ 4 - 7 30’

Sound Box is the only party game where one blindfol-
ded player must guess the right words with the only 
help of the bizarre sounds made by the other players!

Hjalmar Hach • Lorenzo Silva Rita Ottolini • Noa Vassalli

Sound Box is a cooperative party game for 4-7 players where you imitate 
the sounds of weird concepts as you try to make a blindfolded “Guesser” 

player find them.
At the beginning of the round, each “Soundmaker” is secretly assigned a 
Sound card describing the concept they must suggest to the Guesser from a 
bigger pool on display on the board (it could be a place, a job, or more or less 
weird situations such as “Giant Monster Attack”).
At the start of a timer, the Soundmakers start to imitate the sound of their card… 
simultaneously! Prepare for 13 seconds of hilarious acoustic extravaganza! 
The Guesser must carefully listen 
to the sounds performed by the 
Soundmakers. When the timer runs 
out, the Guesser tries to guess as 
many Sound cards as possible.
An uproarious and 
entertaining party game, 
suitable for families and 
friends alike!

• MSRP: 18 € •



A sci-fi survival horror dungeon crawler that pits a 
single, stranded hero against 1-3 evil masterminds 
who will do their best to stop the hero from 
completing missions and saving his companions

Andrea Crespi • Lorenzo Silva Steve Hamilton

Alone is an asymmetric 
survival horror game for 

2 to 4 players. One player 
controls the castaway Hero, 
who has a limited amount of 
time to complete missions 
while exploring a map full of 
dangers and traps that only 
gets revealed a bit at a time.
Up to 3 more players 
control the forces of Evil, 
plotting behind their screen 
against the Hero.   

• MSRP: 70 € •

14+ 2 - 4 60’ - 120’



DEEP EXPANSION
Try new gameplay styles with the Alone™ Deep Expansion! The Deep Expansion includes 
3 Hero miniatures (with the corresponding Character cards and 2 Mission cards) and 4 Boss 
Creature miniatures (with the corresponding Mission cards). The Expansion also 
includes 5 Special Creature Cards to be used with the Mob Rules 
that allow the players to use the miniatures of unique creatures 
in a different way and the Special Rules for Rooms, that allow the 
Hero player to interact with the environment in a different way. 
These additional contents increase the options available to the 
Hero and the Evil players when creating their custom scenarios, 
and allow them to try new approaches to the game.

AVATAR EXPANSION
Try new gameplay styles with the Alone™ Avatar Expansion! The Avatar Expansion includes 
2 Hero miniatures (with the corresponding Character cards) and 5 Avatar miniatures (with 

the corresponding Avatar cards and the Hero Powers card). The 
Expansion also includes the AVATAR rules, adding a new layer to the 
gameplay where each Evil player move an AVATAR on the map, trying 
to trap the Hero in different ways... but the Hero gets more powerful 
everytime the AVATAR strike! These additional contents increase the 
options available to the Hero and the Evil players when creating their 
custom scenarios, and allow them to try new approaches to the game.

ALPHA EXPANSION
Try new gameplay styles with the Alone™ Alpha Expansion!
The Alpha Expansion includes 2 Hero miniatures (with the related 
Character cards), the Sniper and the Anti-Grav, as well as 2 Boss 
Creature miniatures (with the corresponding Mission cards), the Alpha 
Parasite and Defense Droid. These additional contents increase the 
options available to the Hero and the Evil players when creating their 
custom scenarios, and allow them to try new approaches to the game.

ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE!

They can see the 
whole map at all times, 
they control all the 
creatures lurking 
in the darkness, 
and they can play 
cards to react 
to the Hero’s 
actions, with the 
ultimate goal of killing 
them.

• MSRP: 15 € •

• MSRP: 25 € •

• MSRP: 25 € •



8+ 2 - 4 30’

What where Mom and Dad thinking when they left 
you kids alone at home? Look at the mess you made, 
you agents of chaos! Well, no use crying over spilled 
milk... you know what? Before you start cleaning up 
the house, there’s still time to... start your engines!

4Brains4Games • Hjalmar Hach Eduard Valls • Fábio Frenci

Tiny Turbo Cars™ is a frantic race game for 2 to 4 players where you 
program the movements of your tiny toy car in advance, with a sliding 

puzzle acting as your remote controller.
Dodge furniture and furnishings and be the fastest to cross the finish line in 
customized in-house tracks! To move your car, you’ll need to think fast and 
use your sliding puzzles to program your sequence of commands… before 
your opponents!
But that’s not all! You’ll also need to use the unique abilities of your car to 
create awesome combos, avoid obstacles and other cars, and take advantage 
of the environment to race even faster.

• MSRP: 25 € •



SPACE TEAM EXPANSION
Defy the laws of gravity, venture into the 
cyberspace, and meet alien creatures from 
the cosmos with the Space Team Expan-
sion! 3 additional sci-fi themed race cars 
are accompanied by 2 Junction tiles, intro-
ducing more hi-tech hazards to your races.

ADVENTURE CREW EXPANSION
Perform reckless acrobatic moves, dart 
around like a ninja, and bomb your way to 
victory with the Adventure Crew Expansion! 
3 additional adventure themed race cars are 
accompanied by 2 Junction tiles, introdu-
cing more traps and obstacles to your races.

SPEED UP EXPANSION
Unlock special abilities to use during the race 
with the Power cards! The Speed Up Expan-
sion also includes the additional Battle Pup 
race car and 2 additional Puzzle Controllers, 
allowing you to play with up to 6 players.

FANTASY SQUAD EXPANSION
Hunt monsters, cast magic spells, and join 
a horde of crazy goblins with the Fantasy 
Squad Expansion! 3 additional fantasy the-
med race cars are accompanied by 2 Jun-
ction tiles, introducing more hurdles and 
perils to your races.

ENHANCE YOUR EXPERIENCE!

• MSRP: 10 € •

• MSRP: 10 € •

• MSRP: 10 € •

• MSRP: 20 € •



You will have to throw dice with all of 
your focus and dexterity to hit the 

target board and defeat those fiends! Your 
goal is to reach the last room and defeat 
the Final Boss!
Dungeon Fighter is a cooperative dexterity 
game for 1-6 players where you throw 
dice at a target in whimsical ways to 
defeat monsters in a deadly dungeon! 
This 2020 edition is a reboot that takes 
the hilarious dice-throwing action of the 
original Dungeon Fighter and brings it to 
a whole new level with one 
starter box and 3 standalone 
expansions, more 
modern rules, and 
both new and revised 
contents!

Are you ready to become a Professional Hero? You will have to explore 
Dungeons and fight your way through hordes of weird and ferocious 
monsters. 

Lorenzo Silva • Lorenzo Tucci Sorrentino • Aureliano Bonfino

Giulia Ghigini

• MSRP: 35 € •

10+ 1 - 6 30’ - 45’



Follow our heroes as they explore a 
haunted catacomb, trying to avoid 

meeting a grim fate at the ectoplasmic 
hands of the undead! Featuring fast-rolling 
d12 dice and a slice-based target board for 
a spooky Dungeon Fighter challenge!

EVERY EXPANSION IS  A  STANDALONE GAME

Our party of whimsical heroes is stuck in a 
dangerous jungle, trying to survive the 

nature-related shenaningans of this labyrinth! 
Featuring classic d6 dice and a familiar target 
board, this is the perfect start for Dungeon 
Fighter rookies!

• MSRP: 35 € •

• MSRP: 35 € •



The heroes venture into the blazing 
depths of an underground volcano, 

where they’ll have to keep their cool 
among the flames. Featuring quirky-
bouncing d8 dice and an all-new target 
board for an unprecedented Dungeon 
Fighter experience!

The heroes slide into the frozen halls 
of an icy fortress, at constant risk of 

slipping to their untimely demise in a frosty 
hell! Featuring super-sliding d4 dice and a 
square-themed target board for a chilling 
Dungeon Fighter adventure!

• MSRP: 35 € •

• MSRP: 35 € •





Discover  more about us!

Horrible Guild @horribleguild Horrible Guild @horribleguild


